Sea Change House
by John Mills Architects
• wellington •

With hills behind and the sea just a block
away, this home was a gentle introduction
to the city for a couple used to open fields.
Words camille khouri Photography Paul McCredie

Previous spread.
The layout of the
house ensures
privacy, despite the
close proximity to
the neighbours.

N

amed for the major lifestyle change the move to this
house meant for its owners, the Sea Change House is
a neat family home that manages to maintain privacy
despite its tight suburban site.
The homeowners, a scientist and a building contractor, moved
to the Wellington house in the suburb of Eastbourne from a
lifestyle block in Whiteman’s Valley, around a thirty minute drive
from downtown Wellington. Accustomed to wide open spaces,
they were eager to make their suburban pad into something of an
oasis and enlisted architect John Mills to make it so.
The house that existed on the site before the rebuild had a
Spanish aesthetic with arched windows and a swimming pool
that took up the back yard. That was the first to go, because
as Mills points out, the Wellington climate doesn’t supply
many swimming days. “In its place, we created a private rear
courtyard with an outdoor fireplace. This area is close to the
street but, from within the courtyard, you don’t have any
impression of traffic or neighbours. It is all about being in the
garden and being enclosed,” he says.
The interior flows effortlessly into the exterior, with stacking
sliding doors that provide a seamless transition from the living
room to the rear courtyard decking. The wall of the living room
merges into the wall of the outdoor fireplace. The living room
roof is vaulted and points away from the hills behind. This
shape and angle is echoed by the fireplace, creating a further
connection between the inside and outside spaces.
“Being a builder, the client wanted his home to express
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Opposite.
The living room flows
seamlessly into the
rear courtyard with
stacked sliding doors.

This page.
The angular maplewood ceiling lends a
visual warmth to the
central living zone of
the house.

his sense of craft,” explains Mills. “This is how we came to
the angular roof and, also, the vaulted square-dressed, maplewood board ceiling in the kitchen. All the panels on the ceiling
are skilfully mitred on an angle. The shape of the ceiling also
provided the opportunity for the triangular window at the
roofline, which takes in the view of the hills. It receives this
lovely light coming through, especially at sunset, which changes
the colours in the maple wood.”
In such a tight site, which touches the boundary on one
side and is just one metre away from the fenceline on the other
– bringing light into the home was essential. The living room
makes up the centre of the home, with the bedroom wings on
either side, so a substantial skylight was inserted to flood this
family area with light.
Mills is known for his use of frosted glass, which he patterns
by hand and has used in a number of his projects. In the Sea
Change House, this features in the bathroom and near the
entranceway, where it prevents visitors from peering straight
into the kitchen. “This is very effective when illuminated at
night, when you can see the leafy patterns, but it also gives
privacy. I have being doing it for many years on a number of
different jobs,” he says.
The delivery of this home happened to coincide with a
delivery of another kind for the homeowners; their first child
was born not long after they moved in. With its front and rear
courtyards and series of unique and light-filled spaces, this
Wellington home turned out to be a change for good.
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To delineate the entry
corridor (right) from the
kitchen, there is a small
step up. A frosted window
with patterns hand-drawn
by John Mills prevents
anyone from looking
into the kitchen as they
approach the house.
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This page.
A David Trubridge
Kina light casts some
beautiful patterns
around the living room.

Top-level plan

This page.
Custom-built cabinetry
provides spaces to
display special objects.
The flooring is white oak.

Side elevation
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The bathroom features
one of John Mills’
frosted glass artworks.
The yellow cabinet is
custom-made for a
splash of colour.

Facing page.
Bedrooms are in wings
on either side of the
living space.

Material Selector
John Mills discusses the design of the maple-wood
ceiling in Sea Change House.
The vaulted, tongue and groove maple ceiling in the
kitchen is striking. How did you create the design?
Working with the builder, we drew up a few options for
the ceiling, which would be a key feature of the interior.
The builder made a mock-up, and we went with this
pattern. It reminds me of a dart from back in my high
school days.
Why choose this variety of wood? We liked the lightness
of colour and the even grain of this warm timber. Its
rich colour helps to reflect the most light possible into
the kitchen space from the green hills beyond.
Was it a difficult task to construct? It was quite a work
of art and a labour of love. We lined it with plywood
and secret nailed and glued the carefully-cut lengths
one by one. It has been much commented on and the
builder is a bit proud!
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Entry to the home is
via a sliding door off
the front courtyard.
The house is clad
in vertical cedar
weatherboards in
varying widths.

Design Palette
A selection of products seen in the
Sea Change House.

White oak flooring
kelburnfloors.co.nz

Over 1000
pages of
inspiration on
home living
& interiors
10 issues

$79

SAVE $30

Project Information
Project areas
Site: 562m2
Floor: 228m2

Project team
John Mills, Mark Marinovich

Builders
Time schedule
Planning: 8 months
Construction: 10 months

D.A. Lyons Building
Contractors Ltd

Kitchen lighting
lightingdirect.co.nz
Paints and varnishes: Resene
Blinds and drapes: Hemptech
Feature lighting: Trubridge
light in living room
Sandblasted windows:
Design by John Mills and
made by Artrix Glass Studio

Annual package: 6 issues of Urbis Magazine, 4 issues of Houses Magazine
Yours for just $79 - Save $30 if you subscribe today!

Consultants
Practice
John Mills Architects
21 Garrett St, Te Aro,
Wellington 6011
04 3852255
john@j-m-a.co.nz
johnmillsarchitects.co.nz

Project manager, landscape
architect, interior architect,
interior designer, bathroom
designer: John Mills Architects
Engineer: Spencer Holmes
Quantity surveyor: My QS

External products
Practice profile
JMA is an award-winning
practice that for 25 years has
been creating architecture
that speaks of its site,
surroundings and, most
importantly, its occupants.
We work closely with clients
and builders to craft unique,
beautiful and engaging spaces
that make the heart leap and
the soul sing.

Roofing: Colorsteel
External walls:
JSC Vertical cedar
Windows, doors and louvres:
APL, High Performance
Windows Lower Hutt

Internal products
Internal walls: GIB
Feature ceiling: Maple
Flooring: White oak
Skylights: Velux

Kitchen
Designer:
Design in Residence
Supplier:
Kitchens by Healey
Palmerston North
Hob and rangehood: Smeg
Oven: Bosch
Sink: Icon
Benchtop: Caesarstone
Mixer: Methven

Cedar weatherboards
jsctimber.co.nz
Featuring stylish and
innovative projects from
New Zealand and overseas

Bathroom
Tiles: Tile Direct cut by
Accrete Design Petone
Bath and tapware: Plumbline
Shower: Progetto
Custom cabinetry:
Kitchens by Healey
Showerscreen: Viridian Glass
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